
TUESDAY WORKSHOP REFRESHES ATTENDEES’ LEGAL AND TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGE

INSTANT MESSAGE AND BLOG AT CFP!

Chat with fellow conference attendees at irc.freenode.net, channel:
“CFP”

Stay up-to-date and make your contribution to the on-line discus-
sion at cfp2004.org/blogs

By Will DeVries

CFP 2004 began Tuesday with a full-day
privacy-in-technology workshop and a series
of 3-hour tutorials on issues ranging from
telecommunications law to a how-to guide
on network snooping.

The full-day workshop presented the con-
ference early-birds with an overview of
many of the key issues relating to privacy
and civil liberties issues in computing tech-
nology.  Barbara Simons of ACM moderated
the widely divergent presentations.

Some panelists in the workshop focused on
legal issues.  Andrew Grosso, of the law
firm Andrew Grosso & Associates, told a
compelling story of ubiquitous surveillance
and its invidious and inescapable effects.
Marcia Hofmann of the Electronic Privacy
Information Center discussed the federal
government’s new attempts to monitor and
track air passengers.

Others focused the science of privacy:  Su-
san Landau of Sun Microsystems discussed
emerging technologies, such as “smart dust”
and other tracking devices.

Important Changes for Wednesday’s Events!

Please be aware of the following changes to today’s schedule
of events:

- CONCURRENT 1: RFID and Privacy will be held in the
Sonoma Room

- CONCURRENT 2: Technology Transfer, Technology
Dumping will be held in the Mendocino Room

- CONCURRENT 4: Nations vs. the Net: the UN World
Summit on the Information Society will be held in Napa
1, 2 and 3

- BOF 4: Computers, Privacy and Moore’s Law is can-
celled.

- A new BOF, entitled Social Networking, will be held in
the Mendocino Room.  It will be lead by Peter Harter

Don’t forget that the schedule changes rapidly, and the website
will always be your most up-to-date source for information on
conference proceedings.

TUTORIALS: Getting Up to Speed
Tuesday’s tutorials covered a vari-
ety of topics.  If you missed them,
more information on these is
available on the CFP blog page, at
cfp2004.org/blogs.

TUTORIAL 1: Who Are You?
The Basics of Identity, Authenti-
cation, and Privacy Today.

TUTORIAL 2: Network Sur-
veillance How-To: a Tutorial on
Snooping Around Modern Net-
works.

TUTORIAL 3: Liability for Un-
secured Computers.

TUTORIAL 5: Constitutional
Law in Cyberspace.

TUTORIAL 6: Telecommunica-
tions Law for the Rest of Us.

TUTORIAL 7: Privacy Notices:
Readability vs. Completeness.

The discussions begun in many of
these tutorials will carry over to
related topics in the plenary ses-
sions, concurrent sessions, and the
BOFs.


